A Critical Plot Twist:

Changing Characters and Foreshadowing the Future of Organizational Storytelling

Abstract

In this review, we explore the evolution of scholarly research about organizational storytelling over the past 40 years in a sample of 165 papers published between 1975 and 2015. We contend that organizational storytelling has established a conventional foothold beside the dominant, scientific narrative of organization studies. Meanwhile, the voice of critical storytelling in organizations has emerged, confirming (and extending) five organizational storytelling themes identified by Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a): sense-making (and subverting); communicating (and manipulating); change, learning (and challenge); power (and dissent); and identity, and identification (and alienation). Our review reveals the growing influence of critical management studies, emphasizing the role stories play in disrupting conventional narratives, enriching our understanding of present and future storytelling in organizations and of organizations in general.
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Introduction

In the early twentieth century, as organization studies was attempting to establish its technical footing, the field might have seemed an unconventional venue for storytelling. Early uses of storytelling in research were confined to a limited number of folklorists (Gabriel 2000). Theories such as Taylor’s scientific management (1911) and Weber’s rational bureaucracy (1922) strongly influenced the early development of the field, which sought systematic certainty over speculative stories. As organization studies developed into a social science laboratory, and its raw material became the behaviors, relationships, and motivations

1 The authors are equal contributors to the development of this work and are listed alphabetically.
of human beings, stories might have been perceived as anecdotally interesting but unserious for research and theory-building. Those attitudes began to open up later in the century to the subjective experiences and emotions of stories and their storytellers (Brown et al. 2009), reinforcing the potential of storytelling to tap into meaningful phenomena about organizational life that could not be captured as richly with the scientific method. Yet, even at the beginning of this century, scholars still felt the need to justify their use of stories as ‘real’ science (Rhodes and Brown 2005a). In this review, we explore the evolution of research about organizational storytelling over the past 40 years and speculate about the future. We argue that the field has developed to the point that it has established a conventional foothold beside the dominant, scientific narrative of organization studies. Meanwhile, it has attracted a multiplicity of researchers and perspectives, developing a burgeoning counter-narrative of critical organizational storytelling that challenges conventional science, structures, and stories of organizations to advance our understanding of them in all of their storied complexity.

Background

Human beings are “storytelling animals” (Gottschall 2012) with the capacity to “[see] the present rising out of a past, heading into a future; [to perceive] reality in narrative form” (Novak 1975, pp. 175-176). Scholars have come to regard stories as one of the “crowning achievements of human development” (Bruner 1990, p. 67). Telling stories is an organic communicative tool that shapes social relationships and contexts in which the tales are told; one of those contexts is organizations. Stories in organization studies have come to be recognized as ‘the preferred sensemaking currency of human relationships’ (Boje 1991, p. 106), and storytelling is no longer “the preserve of old grandmothers during those long Nordic winter nights” (Gabriel 2000, p. 4). Aligned with other fields, organization scholars have produced a blossoming volume of research on stories and storytelling in organizations.
As Rhodes and Brown (2005a) argued in this journal, storytelling has been applied by organization scholars to the study of a broad range of organizationally relevant topics, including change management (e.g. Rhodes et al. 2010; Driver 2009), learning and development (e.g. Abma 2003; Taylor et al. 2002), knowledge management (e.g. Patriotta 2003; Swap et al. 2001; Geiger and Schreyögg 2012), marketing and branding (e.g. Hernández-Serrano et al. 2002; Randazzo 2006), business ethics (e.g. Kennedy and Lawton 1992; Rhodes et al. 2010), entrepreneurship (e.g. Boje and Smith 2010; Martens et al. 2007), leadership (e.g. Boal and Schultz 2007; Weischer et al. 2013), strategic management (e.g. Brown and Thompson 2013; Bowman et al. 2013), and more.

While the story, and its telling, remain common threads across this research, not even its basic elements have broad consensus. For example, the very definition of ‘stories’ is contested. Gabriel (1991) defines stories as “narratives through which events, at times major, at others trivial, become charged with symbolic significance” (pp. 857–858); while Boje (1995, p. 1000) defines story as “an oral or written performance involving two or more people interpreting past or anticipating experience,” Boje (2008, p. 13) values antenarratives – fragmented and ambiguous stories that challenge linear approaches to time. Czarniawska (1998) and Gabriel (2000) emphasize the role of plots in stories, and Czarniawska (1998) defines a plot as “an original state of affairs, an action or an event, and the consequence state of affairs” (p. 2).

To integrate the findings of the many studies on organizational storytelling, scholars have tended to review organizational storytelling research following roughly two agendas: (i) classifying types of stories and research designs in storytelling; and (ii) synthesizing the thematic findings of studies that focus on organizational storytelling or a specific aspect of it. Following the first agenda, Collison and Mackenzie (1999) distinguish between metaphor, 
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2 See Dawson and Sykes (2018) for a thorough overview of how Gabriel and Boje conceptualize stories and storytelling.
biographical or anecdotal, and creative characterization as three types of organizational stories. Simmons (2001) also identifies multiple types of organizational stories: ‘why I am here,’ ‘I know what you are thinking,’ ‘who I am’ stories and ‘the vision,’ ‘value-in-action,’ and ‘teaching’ stories (as cited in Whyte and Classen 2012, p. 953). Rosile and colleagues (2013) introduced the storytelling diamond as the six aspects of storytelling in organization research design: “narrativist, living story, materialist, interpretive, abstractionist, and practice all as integrated by the antenarrative process” (p. 1).

Aligned with the second agenda, Dawson and Skyes (2018) critically evaluated the significance of time and temporality to the processes of sensemaking and storytelling in their review. They argued that time has not received the attention it deserves in this literature and that it is time to unpack and move beyond the linear conceptions of time and temporality in this literature to allow theoretical development. They outlined a range of temporal modalities and identified an agenda for future research that recognized multiple concepts of time and temporality. Also aligned with the second agenda, Rhodes and Brown (2005a) examined the contribution of narrative as a methodological approach to the management field and organization theory. They recounted the development of narrative approaches in organization theory and assessed how this stream of research informed organizing processes. Their review provides five thematic areas in organization studies in which narrative research has made a substantive contribution: “(1) sensemaking, (2) communication, (3) learning/change, (4) politics and power, and (5) identity and identification” (p. 170).

We believe that the broad range of articles published on the topic, including many in the past decade, justifies an updated review to bring them together, allow for a deeper synthesis, determine the available gaps, inform future studies, and guide practice. We agree with Lee et al. (1999) that every field should “pause periodically and take stock of what they have been doing and where they are going” (p. 161). This allows for a fresh look at the
accomplishments of the field and sheds light on pathways worthy of further exploration. To this end, in this paper, we tell a story of organizational storytelling over a period of 40 years (1975–2015) to account for a plot of research growth and proliferation against the setting of a science-dominated discipline. While our review looks backward at scholarship that was published prior to Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) work, we also comment upon significant new trends in the storytelling literature after their benchmark work, and we speculate about a future of storytelling in organizations that offers a vision for the next 10 years of scholarship.

We define organizational storytelling as an ongoing (Czarniawska and Joerges 1997) process of narrative sense-making (Boje 1991; Boyce 1996; Colón-Aguirre 2015) and meaning- (Czarniawska and Joerges 1997) and knowledge- (Gabriel 2000) construction among and between the members of an organization to understand the past, share the present, and shape the future (Boje 2009). While some might regard the distinction between ‘narrative’ and ‘story’ to be merely semantic or, as with Rhodes and Brown (2005a), use the terms interchangeably, we focus on stories and default to that label. One practical reason, discussed further in “Methods” below, is that searching the scholarly literature for “narrative” would have yielded an untenantably large sample. Another more substantive reason is that stories are a particular form of narrative. As Gabriel (2000) suggested, stories are “narratives with simple but resonant plots and characters, involving narrative skills, entailing risk, and aiming to entertain, persuade, and win over” (p. 22). Nevertheless, our sample draws from a broad array of scholars who use a variety of different labels to identify their objects of study, which we understand to be organizational storytelling. Although much of what we say about organizational storytelling might also hold for storytelling in general, we focus especially on the organizational context. This is not just because we are organization scholars, but also
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because the literature we are exploring is particularly sensitive to the ways in which storytelling influences the interactions of organizational leaders and members within and across the boundaries of organizational life. Thus, our definition of organizational storytelling excludes not only storytelling that does not influence organizational life but also features of organizational life that do not belong to any organizational member’s story. In the remainder of this paper, we describe our method for shortlisting the papers for the review, and then summarize and discuss the findings from our analysis.

Our present review differs from previous reviews in three major ways. First, we adopt a systematic approach that includes a more comprehensive sample of publications on organizational storytelling published in management-related journals listed in the Web of Science, providing a thorough report of our search and inclusion criteria. Second, we confirm and extend Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) work, especially emphasizing the ways in which scholars have observed how stories play a critical role in subverting conventional narratives in order to enrich our understanding not only of storytelling in organizations but also of organizations in general. Third, as we will report, the timing of our analysis occurs in a period of flourishing and diversifying interest in this topic and on the cusp of possibly seminal change in the technological means by which organizational stories are told.

Methods

Although Aristotle (1941) contends in his *Poetics* that a story has a beginning, middle, and end, not all storytelling scholars (e.g. Boje 2011) agree. This story of organizational storytelling is unfinished and will continue to evolve, but storytellers and scholars alike agree that a story told at a point in time has boundaries. The boundaries of our research story were imposed for conceptual coherence (influencing our search terms and disciplinary focus) and practicality (bounding our search in time and quantity). Notwithstanding the relative paucity
of dedicated organizational storytelling research before the aforementioned papers with which our sample begins, our initial database searches yielded far more results than we could handle. Most of them contained two or more of our keywords, but some were not using them in a technical sense. For example, many researchers refer to stories generally, but comparatively few among them research organizational storytelling in particular. The blurry lines in between forced us to be disciplined in defining the boundaries of our research story.

In conducting our literature review, we used the process outlined by Callahan (2014) by capturing who conducted the search, when the search was conducted, where we searched, how we found articles to include, what we found, and why we chose to include (or not include) articles. One author conducted the search for English-language articles published 1975-2015. We chose the past four decades as our time boundary because, among other influences, the 1974 publication of Working, Studs Terkel’s seminal book of journalistic narratives about work, raised public and scholarly consciousness of the power of storytelling about work and organizations. This is consistent with Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) contention that scholarly interest in storytelling as method emerged in the 1970’s.

For the database search, we used the Web of Science as the primary database for our search. It includes all journals ranked in the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) and provides access to journals in multiple disciplines that publish management-related articles. Although we acknowledge that limiting our search to one database might exclude some relevant non-Web of Science-indexed journals, given the broad range of papers we intended to include in the review, we felt it reasonable to limit our search.

Our search terms included ‘story’ OR ‘storytelling’ OR ‘fiction,’ AND ‘workplace’ OR ‘organization’ (OR ‘organisation’), OR ‘company’ among the title, keywords, and abstracts of peer-reviewed papers indexed in the database. We narrowed our categories to management, business, applied psychology, industrial relations, and political science to
increase the likelihood that our search would capture articles about organizational storytelling. To ensure we did not miss relevant articles that met our criteria but did not appear in our searches, we also hand-searched selected management journals, including *Organization Studies, Human Relations, Management Learning, Organization*, and the *Academy of Management Journal*, because they have historically published storytelling research.

Our initial search yielded 1,335 results. Although broadening our search to include other keywords (e.g. ‘narrative’) or types of sources (e.g. books) might have yielded a handful of additional relevant works for our sample, it would have made the initial results (from which our final sample was filtered) untenably large. In some cases, works that did not meet our criteria for inclusion in the sample served as important background material.

In the next stage, we screened papers based on three criteria. First, we examined how the article used the concept of ‘stories’ and excluded those that used ‘stories’ or ‘narrative’ strictly in the context of method, without direct relevance to organizational storytelling. Second, we examined whether the paper had a focus on how storytelling was or could be applied in organizational contexts. Third, we ensured the papers were either empirical (qualitative or quantitative) or conceptual/theoretical (not a perspective or editorial). We operationalized our inclusion criteria with three distinct steps. Initially, one author read the title, abstract, keywords, and research purpose of all the articles and decided if the paper accommodated the three screening criteria. The papers that passed the first round were labeled ‘Yes’ (148); the ones that did not yield a clear judgment from that author were labeled ‘Maybe’ (95). The other two authors both screened the ‘Maybe’ papers. Articles that both the other authors rated ‘Yes’ were shortlisted for inclusion in the review (17), resulting in 165 papers. We used RefWorks to organize the shortlisted papers. The authors and dates of publication for the 165 articles can be found in Table 4.
We organized the papers in a matrix for publication year and journal, author, research purpose and question(s), research focus, study context, sample, participants, and key findings. The three authors then took a randomly selected sample of 15 papers and independently reviewed the papers for key themes, after which we engaged in a discussion to determine our shared position on interpreting observed themes. This enabled one author to review the remaining (150) articles to incorporate into the matrix key themes for all 165 articles. As we reviewed the table to observe patterns, we realized that female authors appeared in the dataset more frequently after 2005. Thus, we added another analytic category: the gender of the authors.

Our preliminary analysis identified where and when articles were published, who published them, and what important themes emerged from the 165 articles. In total, the 165 articles in our sample appeared in 61 journals. *Organization* (18), the *Journal of Organizational Change Management* (16), *Human Relations* (14), *Organization Studies* (11), *Management Learning* (8), *Organization Science* (6), *Journal of Business Ethics* (6), and *Gender Work and Organization* (6) published the highest number of articles in our sample. As explained below, the salient findings include themes resonant with Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) seminal literature review on narrative and storytelling, an observable trend toward critical perspectives in the literature, and a significant shift in the gender balance of authorship.

**Findings**

We position our findings against the backdrop of Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) review of narrative in organizational research, in which they studied the state of storytelling from the mid-1970’s through the early 2000’s. Our analysis of the 165 journal articles from 1975-2015 both confirms and extends their work.
One of Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) key contributions is the temporality of narrative; suggesting that there is not one single organizational story, but rather networks of them that evolve as the temporal context changes. Although their emphasis on temporality suggests that Rhodes and Brown (2005a) were sensitive to the potential for storytelling to reinforce and resist existing power structures, the preponderance of their analysis refers to narratives as representing, constructing, and legitimizing those structures. Appropriately, their analysis was a product of its time, and research in the decade after their review first appeared reveals a shift in the literature on organizational storytelling. While the seeds of the shift were present before 2005, the impact did not become apparent for years to come.

At the time, Rhodes and Brown (2005a) were confronted with skepticism that stories ‘counted’ as ‘real’ science. They contended that the tension facing scholars writing about storytelling was that of ‘science’ versus ‘stories’. More than a decade later, the pressure to justify narrative as a legitimate avenue of and for research does not carry the same stigma (Gabriel 2008). Citing Czarniawska (1999, 2004), Gabriel and Connell (2010) note that science is built from stories, and vice versa, in such a way that the tension between science and stories is transformed. When storytelling no longer had to be justified as legitimate against a post-positivist orientation to research, new tensions could emerge. We contend that an emergent way to conceptualise the tension within the storytelling literature is convention versus criticality.

On one hand, we concur with Rhodes and Brown (2005a) that stories conform to and legitimize conventional power structures. Our study reinforces the key organizing structure of their review, showing that narrative illuminates several conventional themes in organization studies research – sense-making, communicating, change and learning, power and politics, and identity and identification. And, yet, we also note a distinct increase in storytelling articles that represent a critical perspective that seeks to examine and critique the
conventional organizational contexts in which they originate, rather than to explain and conform to them. Critical organizational storytelling may therefore confront and deconstruct power structures, resist oppression, and challenge stories and storytellers. This is consistent with Gabriel’s (2008) call that storytelling needed to be discomforted – that scholars needed to recognize and resist the temptation to be lulled into presenting stories as unproblematized ‘truth.’ The field has listened to that call; critical management perspectives comprise nearly one-fourth of the articles in our sample, and most of those appeared in 2005 or after. Further, our study reveals a substantive increase in voice for women authors, who comprise a far greater share of authorship of the critical articles compared to conventional ones in the period we examined.

In this discussion, we will report our findings associated with both critical orientation and author gender. We begin by highlighting the context of critical management perspectives in the storytelling literature—where it appears and who produces it. Because our work builds upon the thematic findings identified by Rhodes and Brown (2005a), we then adopt those same themes to discuss the nuanced critical management perspectives taken by storytelling researchers. Certainly, articles that reinforce dominant paradigms continue to appear in the literature; however, we focus our work primarily on the emerging, critical perspectives that can be gleaned from the post-Rhodes and Brown (2005a) body of work.

The voice of critical organizational storytelling research

Our sample of 165 papers is described in further detail below. Its composition is evidence of the growth and proliferation of organizational storytelling research in the period we are studying: We identified two publications before 1990, 10 between 1991 and 1995, 14 between 1996 and 2000, and 19 between 2001 and 2005. Subsequently, we observed the volume of publications increase to 39 (23.6% of our total sample) between 2006 and 2010,
and to 81 (49%) between 2011 and 2015. This is evidence of the growth in interest in organizational storytelling research in general, but as described below, we are particularly interested in a subset of that research proliferation which adopted a ‘critical’ lens.

We defined as ‘critical’ those articles that gave emphasis to “challenging [hegemonic] practices, exposing assumptions, revealing illusions and questioning tradition” (Sambrook 2004, p. 614). Articles published in the critical theory tradition are typically interested in questions that address issues such as, ‘In whose interest does this serve?’ (Brookfield 2013). Critical management scholars seek to provide voice and emancipation to marginalized workers (Alvesson and Willmott 1992). Because of their close association with critical intent, traditions such as feminism (e.g. Butler 1988, 2004), queer theory (e.g. Sedgwick 1985), and critical race theory (e.g. Crenshaw et al. 1996) helped refine our understanding of what constituted ‘critical’ in our review. In the context of this review, critical organizational storytelling may disrupt dominant organizational narratives, contest perceptions of membership and belonging, and even disorder linear plots and defy sequential time. In doing so, however, it connects and potentially reshapes organizational experience through retelling organizational stories.

Of the 165 articles in our sample, we characterized 39 of them (24%) as having a ‘critical’ lens. While a number of articles, including some reviewed by Rhodes and Brown (2005a), mentioned issues that were critical in nature, we only characterized an article as ‘critical’ if that was a dominant characteristic of the work. We identified only seven articles published before 2005 as critical; the remaining 32 were published between 2005-2015. It is not surprising that critical perspectives were generally later to appear amongst storytelling research. Fournier and Grey (2000) note that critical management studies only took a scholarly foothold in the 1990s.
The earliest date in which a critical storytelling article appeared in our sample was 1995, with an *Academy of Management Journal* work (Boje 1995) and an *Organization Studies* piece (Boyce 1995). The first issue of *Organization* appeared in 1994; the sub-title for the journal is “the critical journal of organization, theory and society.” As expected, this journal published the most critical storytelling articles (8). The *Journal of Change Management* had the next highest number with 6; *Gender, Work and Organization, Organization Studies* and *Human Relations* each published 4 critical articles. The majority of critical articles were published in journals ranked 3-star (19) or below (10) in the 2018 Chartered Association of Business Schools Academic Journal Guide.

Another characteristic of these articles is how women authors have come to find their voice and play a more dominant role in the critical storytelling literature. This is particularly evident when reviewing how the authorship these 39 articles compares to the authorship in the total sample of 165 articles. In terms of total authorship (including multi-authored articles, regarding which we counted each author once), men outnumbered women among articles before 2005; the ratio of male to female publication was slightly less for articles since 2005 (see Table 1). This trend is also consistent in the articles 2005 and after that do not take a critical focus (see Table 2). This is not too surprising given the academic profession’s slow but measurable progress toward greater gender equity in recent decades.

Looking solely at research on critical organizational storytelling, the numbers of both articles and authors were rather small before 2005, but the gender of authors was nearly equal since 2005 (see Table 3). This suggests not only an absolute rise in female authorship but that a substantial share of research on critical organizational storytelling may have to do with female researchers’ engagement with forms of resistance to existing conventions. As a marginalized group, women may be finding their voice in critical organizational storytelling.
Table 1. Representation of author gender of all articles in sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Articles Before 2005 (36)</th>
<th>Articles 2005 &amp; after (129)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>44 (68%)</td>
<td>162 (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td>21 (32%)</td>
<td>98 (38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Representation of author gender of traditional articles in sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Articles Before 2005 (30)</th>
<th>Articles 2005 &amp; after (97)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>35 (65%)</td>
<td>132 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td>19 (35%)</td>
<td>71 (35%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Representation of author gender of critical articles in sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Articles Before 2005 (7)</th>
<th>Articles 2005 &amp; after (32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>9 (82%)</td>
<td>30 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td>2 (18%)</td>
<td>27 (47%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, in summary, many more articles using a critical lens appear in the literature following Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) original review of the storytelling literature. Furthermore, women are contributing to that body of critical organizational storytelling literature at a significantly higher rate than they are to more conventional perspectives on storytelling.

Critical organizational storytelling themes

As noted previously, our analysis reconfirmed all five areas of organization studies set forth by Rhodes and Brown (2005a). What is unique about our findings, however, is the manifestation of the critical lens as a transcendent story in the evolution of organizational
storytelling. We explore this manifestation by addressing each of the five themes discussed by Rhodes and Brown (2005a), using a label that suggests the spectrum of conventional to critical for each theme. We highlight first a summary of the original description of each theme and provide a few exemplars of a dominant paradigm article (most of which appear in the post-2005 literature); however, we emphasize the critical nuance that more recent research adds to each of the themes. It is important to note that, as with Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) original review, there is considerable overlap in the concepts of themes, and an article may represent multiple themes. Therefore, in some places, we use the same article to signpost more than one theme in the critical organizational storytelling literature.

**Sense-making (and subverting)**

Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) treatment of sense-making, as an area within organization theory to which narrative research is directed, primarily focuses on the construction of stories to lend coherence and structure to the storyteller’s subjective experience of organizational being. These stories may vary from individual to individual, suggesting that there is no one authoritative interpretation or correct perspective, and, as noted previously, they may evolve over time.

On one hand, our study reinforces this conception of storytelling as sense-making. For example, multiple studies characterize sense-making as facilitated by the identification of patterns. In one musical analogy, sense-making is metaphorically described as taking a polyphony of voices and stories and creating harmony from them (Cunliffe and Coupland 2012). A typical perspective on sense-making through storytelling depicts it as a process through which an individual sense-maker goes in order to link her or his individual experience with the dominant organizational narrative that is the repository of “institutional memory” (Boje 1991, p. 106). Sometimes, this dominant narrative is characterized as “sense-
giving” (Peirano-Vejo and Stablein 2009, p. 443), as when leadership cultivates a stable process to facilitate negotiation of a shared story that is conducive to organizational growth and development.

Yet, there is a more volatile process that we call ‘subverting’ that arises when individual and organizational narratives misalign and cannot be easily reconciled. When subverting disrupts a dominant narrative, storytelling may “contes[t] official change stories” (Reissner 2011, p. 598). Dominant managerial narratives may become so ingrained that the emergence of conflicting narratives goes unrecognized (Haley and Boje 2014), resulting from the “inertia” left by “self-reinforcing…self-legitimizing ‘truths’ that the organization may be unaware of (blind spots)” (Geiger and Antonacopoulou 2009, p. 412). Conversely, when hidden stories are recognized and heard, they “can provide a source for…solutions to problems of meaning, mixing, and matching symbolic resources from different epistemes,” facilitating a process of bridge-building (Islam 2013, p. 33). In this way, subverting can yield sense-making, but whereas the conventional sense-making story involves reconciliation of diverging narratives, the critical subverting story requires deconstruction (or destruction) of a dominant narrative for a new, shared story to emerge.

**Communicating (and manipulating)**

Similar to their exposition of sense-making, Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) perspective on narrative as a communication mechanism primarily emphasizes its constructive role creating and legitimizing organizational power structures. Like the anti-realist philosophical dictum that ‘to be is to be perceived,’ storytelling as communication is a way of explaining to an audience what their experience means. Their analysis observes the role of communicative stories “as vehicles for community memory…organizational norms…and corporate culture” (p. 172).
Consistent with this earlier work, we found instances of stories referred to as a ‘tool,’ ‘technique,’ ‘strategy,’ or ‘method’ of communication, most often wielded by leadership exercising its power to control the organizational narrative. For example, leaders sometimes use storytelling to connect organizational members “to a larger community and a higher purpose” (Driscoll and McKee 2007, p. 209). They may achieve that through storytelling-as-performance, as when storytelling is integral to the construction of a leader’s charismatic identity and ability to persuade (Sharma and Grant 2011). One conceptual study blurs the line between stories and leaders, proposing that “when a story displays leadership, we can view a story as a leader…and [it] may ‘do’ things that we often recommend leaders do” (Parry and Hansen 2007, p. 282).

Once again, however, we observed a continuing story of critical perspectives toward processes of creating and legitimizing organizational power structures that transformed communication into manipulation. In general, the more the environment offers legitimacy and resources, the more institutionalized the dominant managerial narrative becomes. Moreover, the more institutionalized the dominant managerial narrative becomes, the more conflicting narratives are likely to be disregarded (Haley and Boje 2014). The presence of competing stories can motivate intentional manipulation of followers’ values to conform to the dominant story (Driscoll and McKee 2007), and it can give rise to “blind spots” that maintain the existing, dominant order (Geiger and Antonacopoulou 2009). In either case, excessive conflict can ultimately lead to the dissolution of an untenable, dominant narrative.

One study in our sample (Auvinen et al. 2013b) identifies four types of manipulation in leadership storytelling: stories which use humor, pseudo-participation, seduction, and pseudo-empathy. Storytelling that resists convention may constitute a means to “escap[e] from the bureaucratic and epistemic structures” of a dominant discourse (Islam 2013, p. 30). They may give voice to “a darker side…of excluded voices” (Boje 1995, pp. 997-998) not
represented in the storytelling of the powerful. We contrast manipulation with communication, and often that manipulation is wielded intentionally by those in positions of power to maintain and consolidate an organizational social order that serves their goals – sometimes even abusively and self-interestedly. Yet, leadership manipulation through storytelling can also be an unintentional kind of self-deception, a form of confirmation bias in which the story serves to reinforce what the storyteller hopes to be true. This can be especially true in circumstances of change, when upheaval disrupts an existing social order that then needs to be reassembled in a way that is coherently understood by organizational members.

*Change, learning (and challenge)*

Rhodes and Brown (2005a) suggest that narratives of change and learning “inform managerial rhetoric” (p. 173) and serve as a means to manage cultural change. Stories in this thematic area help people deal with change, and provide a framework for self-control to maintain alignment with managerial interests. The accompanying analysis of learning primarily depicts the institutional use of stories as “stores of collective memory,” used “collectively and contextually to change and improve practice” (p. 174). While there is some mention of counter-narratives – in the form of opposition to grand stories, organization development ‘counter’ stories that give voice, and construction of inconsistent narratives – the focus on change and learning of the storytelling in the body of work analyzed by Rhodes and Brown’s is largely dedicated to reinforcing management’s story of change.

In our analysis, we too observe substantial evidence of storytelling as an implement of management to own the narrative of the organization’s evolution, functioning as an instrument for articulating a rationale for effecting change that it has initiated or undergone. Rationalizing change efforts often appear through multiple discrete or interconnected stories.
Steuer and Wood (2008) explore how employees variously adopt discursive strategies that resonate with and facilitate the official story of their respective organizations. Küpers (2013) and Bryant and Frahm (2011) highlight the interconnectedness of stories through multiple metaphors or genres that create a polyvocality (Boje 2008 as cited in Bryant and Frahm 2011) of storylines that make change more effective for organizations. Both approaches facilitate managerial interests in effecting change.

But this conventional perspective of organizational change can be, and has been, challenged. For example, one paper caricatures management storytelling about such actions as downsizing, in which management generally discounts the unfavorable impact of its actions on individual employees and their communities in favor of a story that seeks to legitimate, justify, and normalize actions that purport to have the broader organization’s interest at heart (Rhodes et al. 2010). In this example, anticipating ethical challenges to its decision to downsize, management uses storytelling manipulatively, as a means by which to discourage further discussion so as to prevent challenges to its preferred story of justification.

In a learning context, leadership stories can be ingrained in the organization through formal mechanisms like training and development (e.g. Abma 2003; Gray 2007; Taylor et al. 2002). Stories from the less powerful may face an uphill battle for legitimacy; one study finds that stories that fit with the dominant story are more likely to be credible and impactful. However, leadership’s receptivity only to stories that fit its preferred narrative can restrict the organization’s ability to change because it lacks openness to new narratives (Näslund and Pemer 2012). This self-reinforcing storytelling can be detrimental to progress, as when it is used to restrict advances in gender roles (Murgia and Poggio 2009). Yet, critical stories from within may emerge naturally and necessarily, either to help organizational actors whose experience is at odds with the dominant story deal with contradictions, or to give voice to stories that belie official change stories (Reissner 2011).
Power (and dissent)

In their consideration of politics and power in organizations, Rhodes and Brown (2005a) examine the ways in which co-constructed stories serve to create and reproduce power structures in organizations. Stories operate as a discursive disciplinary form in which dominant narratives emerge and take center stage in organizations. On the one hand, the power of storytelling can unify a physically and ideologically divided group; on the other hand, stories can be used as political tools to consolidate power in hegemonic ways. As a tool, stories can be used in research by both participants and researchers. Rhodes and Brown (2005a) caution scholars to be conscious of the “reflexivity inherent in the research enterprise” (p. 178) and the power that they hold to influence the construction of stories. They describe politics and power from both conventional and critical perspectives in this theme. Not all works on power and politics have a critical mantle, and that pattern holds true after their 2005 review as well.

As an example of the power of stories from a more conventional perspective, Gabriel and Connell’s (2010) work addresses both the ethics of researching with stories and the emergence of dominant narratives in co-constructed stories. They engage in making sense of how collaborative Japanese poetry (rengas) reveals role clashes, unplanned incursions and diversions, (in)active listening, and undue researcher influence while also providing insight into how the construction and deconstruction of stories can facilitate management learning. The construction of storytelling can also shed light on the “social positioning” (Whittle et al. 2009, p. 427) power of storytellers. These authors give a nod to stories with a “more critical approach” (p. 438), but their main focus is on how stories evolve over time and, in doing so, the storyteller’s moral standing in the organization can shift from hero to villain to victim. These stories have an interest in power or politics in terms of exploring patterns without
necessarily challenging them – in other words, a conventional approach to how power plays out.

In contrast to the articles that treat power more conventionally, a substantial number of articles in our sample explore power from a critical perspective. Storytelling in this context frequently looks at dissent and resistance toward hegemonic and repressive systems and relationships. One study in our sample invokes how storytelling can be a hegemonic tactic and observes that those who tell stories may be subjects who, in the words of Foucault, “exercise” (for the hegemonists) or “submit to” (for those lacking hegemonic power) “power relations” (Boje et al. 1999, p. 341). In a study of the social structure of police forces, a masculine narrative serves to reinforce male domination and discourage female participation, providing an example of how storytelling can be a “barrier” to positive change and organizational justice (Fletcher 1996, p. 36).

While storytelling is often wielded as a device to maintain and consolidate political power, it is also a powerful means of political dissent. At the very least, the presence of competing discourses can reveal “dissonance” between organizational members and leadership. When those dissonances are identified, stories can aid in the explication of unresolved organizational tensions that can disrupt organizational practices (Boyce 1995). A study of workplace bullying finds that unsupportive co-workers could reinforce existing hierarchies but that supportive co-workers’ responses to stories of workplace bullying could embolden the target of bullying and open up possibilities for action to cultivate individual development and organizational change (Tye-Williams and Krone 2015). Another study describes how stories told from the perspective of a non-dominant race can obviate ignorance of racism as an excuse, thus encouraging more democratic organizational practice (Jungkunz and White 2013). Fictional stories, like the novels of Franz Kafka, which often depict individuals lost in an invisible institutional hierarchy, vividly show the subjective experience
of distance from power, manifesting hidden features of organizational experience that may be invisible from the top of that hierarchy (McCabe 2015). While stories can thus be an informal tool of empowerment for those who lack formal political power in the organization, they can be a double-edged sword for those middle managers who may feel pressure to represent the narrative of upper management but risk being viewed as insincere by their subordinates (Sims 2003).

Identity, identification (and alienation)

Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) perspective on identification finds that narrative is a way to lend continuity to the changes that an individual within an organization experiences over time. In this sense, even while roles can change and lead to the construction and evolution of new identities, the presence of a story cultivates a sense of belonging – even “integration” or “fusion” between the individual and organization (p. 176).

Having a coherent story to tell about one’s organizational experience is akin to belonging, having a ‘fit’ with the organization (Billsberry et al. 2005). Such stories also serve to cement a sense of fitness for an organizational role as well, especially that of leadership. One study of two global brands observes how visual storytelling is used to facilitate acceptance among a variety of stakeholders to effectuate buy-in to leadership identities and their strategies (Boje and Smith 2010). Discursive stories can be used to legitimize an individual as ‘the leader’ within varying contexts of organizational reality (Clifton 2014).

Yet, despite a generally conventional orientation, Boje and Smith (2010) also observe how organizational critics can deploy similar storytelling mechanisms to tell a different story. One study describes those who leave the organization as having lost their share of the collective sense (Boyce 1995), an experience of alienation rather than identification. In as much as shared stories can facilitate coming together, “epistemic impasse” can signal the
need for new stories to overcome tensions (Islam 2013, p. 29). That is to say that non-belonging occurs when individual identity is discontinuous with the narrative of organizational identity. For example, organizational policies that do not reflect organizational culture – in other words, when the talk does not match the walk – can alienate organizational members. One study of men who had taken parental leave shows that even though support for male parental leave was formally sanctioned by legislation, the symbolic gender order is an ingrained organizational narrative that constitutes a significant informal barrier that has also to be overcome (Murgia and Poggio 2009). Several studies of various types of fictional narratives emphasize the potential for creative storytelling to explore the “shadow sides of organizations” that may not be given full expression in nonfictional experience, including female experience (Rippin 2015), queer identity (Steyaert 2015), and other topics important in critical management education (Śliwa et al. 2015).

Implications

Rhodes and Brown conclude their review (2005a) by revisiting the tension between science and story that they identify at the outset of their study. They pose a challenge to the positivist position that science and story are incompatible. Narrative, they argue, “can provide a different, and valuable, form of knowledge that enables researchers to engage with the lived realities of organizational life” (p. 182) that deepens, complicates, and enlarges the data about organizational experience to enable the study of organizations. It can “generate different and potentially competing stories which highlight that knowledge about organizations is actively constructed rather than a stable entity to be explicated” (p. 178). In the narrative of the story we are telling, then, Rhodes and Brown (2005a) offer a critical challenge to the dominant narrative of positivism by making room for the story beside management science. They demonstrate the value of storytelling to management science by showing its capacity to
illuminate several thematic areas of organization studies: sense-making, communication, change and learning, power and politics, and identity and identification. One way to tell their story is to say that they challenge the positivistic paradigm of organization studies by finding how narrative research can conform to the conventions of that paradigm.

We observed in our findings how the tension between science and story has evolved into a tension between convention and criticality. If the now-dominant narrative of organizational storytelling research is that stories can be reconciled with science and reaffirm the conventions of management studies, then one way to tell our story is to say that we use organizational storytelling research as it has continued to evolve to take Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) challenge to management science a few steps further. Our story is at once both a necessary continuation of their narrative as well as a critical challenge to their story.

One way in which our story of organizational storytelling goes further is to illuminate a critical perspective on each of the five areas of organization inquiry at the heart of Rhodes and Brown’s (2005a) analysis. In our telling, for each dominant narrative there is the prospect of a critical counter-narrative, the potential that sense-making narratives that are untenable may lead to subverting, that communication may be experienced as manipulation, and so on. Our story should not be understood to suggest that there are only two narratives within each area of inquiry. Rather, with Rhodes and Brown (2005a), we understand that there is a multiplicity of narratives competing to be heard, and, building upon their analysis, we suggest that those narratives exist along continua in each thematic area, from conventional to critical.

Our emphasis on research that highlights critical storytelling voices is also important because it is still apparent that storytelling is often misappropriated by those in power to preserve and maintain conventional power structures. Indeed, for a long time, researchers have noted the potential dark side of storytelling – that we could be “seduced” by stories that “offer a smoke screen against awkward questions that we prefer to avoid” (Gabriel 2000, p.
In the intervening years, the increasing enthusiasm among leaders for storytelling as a management tactic creates the danger that business advisors “may portray storytelling in management practice in a one-sided, over-positive fashion” (Reissner and Pagan 2013, p. 18). Recognizing the range of storytelling that occurs in organizations, from conventional to critical, reminds us of the numerous unheard stories behind the leadership “storyselling” (Lapp and Carr 2008, p. 532) that sometimes masquerades as storytelling. As Izak et al. (2014) argue, “[t]he criticality of the diverse approaches to story and storytelling is inherent in their intention to reveal the storyteller’s strategies and hidden agendas” (p. 2).

Although we have followed the categorization of thematic areas covered by Rhodes and Brown (2005a), another way in which our story goes beyond theirs is to deconstruct the conventional areas of inquiry upon which their analysis rests. We believe that the ‘story’ implied by disciplinary distinctions in scholarship can be both helpful and harmful. It can be helpful insofar as creating siloes of scholarly examination enables depth and focus, creating the scholarly literatures to which we give names and ascribe vocabularies of study and practice. Yet, in establishing these specialties, we imply a story about what is really true about the world, which can be explained and clarified in siloes that do not actually exist in experience. To the extent, then, that research is “prestoried” (Boje et al. 1999, p. 340), disciplinary distinctions have also the potential to distort truth. Storytelling offers a potential critical path toward integration among the disciplines. As implied earlier, we found in narrating our findings using the five thematic areas above that it is often difficult and even unnecessary to distinguish sense-making from the act of communication, that communication may be a form of “sensegiving” (Humphreys et al. 2012, p. 41). Similarly, communication about change is sometimes revealed to be a form of management manipulation, opening the door to challenges to political power structures in contestation to change. Meanwhile, experiences of organizational identity and belonging are invoked by all of these other
phenomena. In other words, although we do not mean to suggest that experts in each of these
discrete areas of study are insensitive to the connections between them, we do mean to
suggest that storytelling is a means by which we and they can make sense of those
connections. Storytelling, especially storytelling with a critical perspective, offers a narrative
of continuity between diversification and unification of our academic foci, and, as we have
already seen, between dominant and dissonant organizational narratives.

Future research directions

Storytelling is a democratic resource; it is available to anyone with a story to tell. The
mechanisms of organizational narrative control are not equally available, but, as we have
seen, even a private story told by an individual to make sense of organizational experience
can offer anything from a modicum of justification for one’s being in the organization all the
way to the seeds of resistance to overthrow an illegitimate, dominant narrative. Therefore, it
is not surprising that critical perspectives emerge as a strong force in storytelling research.
Because the period of time covered by our study has seen an evolution – from radical social
inequality about gender and other marginalizing factors, to greater awareness of and yet
persistence of that inequality – it is not surprising that women disproportionately represent a
growing share of the authorship of critical organizational storytelling research. Academic and
social conventions enabled us to assign authorship in terms of binary gender labels, but this
only scratches the surface of the potential to explore the gender and other identities of authors,
audiences, and organizational actors involved in storytelling. Our sample not only reveals a
growing body of scholarship by and about women but also exploring other experiences of
otherness in organizations. Still, this represents a small quantity of overall organizational
storytelling scholarship, and we encourage more storytelling research to give voice to other
under-represented identities, including but not limited to immigrants, disabled workers, LGBTQ+, race, and others.

In the years since Rhodes and Brown’s review, a ‘science of stories’ has advanced to help explain how fictional literature engages us in unreal worlds to influence behavior in the real world. This emerging field not only further reconciles the tension between science and story but also has untapped potential for organizational storytelling. Studies suggest that, in the ability of stories to transport us to other narrative worlds (Green et al. 2012), they can cultivate our ability to relate to other people (Kidd and Castano 2013), our capacity for empathy with them (Mar 2011), and our emotional intelligence about them (Oatley 1999). While this research focuses particularly on literary stories, it may also be instructive in relation to our understanding of how organizational storytelling can reinforce existing power structures or resist them. One potential area for future research suggested by our analysis is to extend the science of stories to a science of organizational stories, to explore further how storytelling could influence interpersonal relationships, organizational empathy, and emotional intelligence. This research could explore the organization-level effects of storytelling. For example, some articles in our overall sample described the use of real case studies and fictional literature as training resources. While the use of these tools is consistent with the science of stories and their impact on individuals, we know relatively less about whether storytelling interventions can have the desired impacts on groups of individuals within organizations.

Although the majority of narratives studied by the scholarship in our sample are real organizational narratives, as the prior point suggests, a significant subset of that sample studied fictional stories in a multiplicity of narrative forms. Novels, short stories, films, comic books, fairy tales, fables – along with other narratives that do not pretend to depict an organizational reality – are all represented in our sample. Such stories are constructed by
organizational members to imagine alternatives to the present (e.g. Gabriel 1991), used by training and development professionals to teach (e.g. Gerde and Foster 2008; Klein 2009), and examined by researchers to understand how social attitudes and organizational power structures are embedded in our fictional representations of workplaces and society (e.g. Grey 1996; Case 1999). In light of fiction’s demonstrated ability to cultivate empathy and other moral emotions, and its capacity to give voice to under-represented populations, we encourage more research on the effects that fictional storytelling in particular can have for real organizations. What classic stories and myths should we revisit for their contemporary organizational relevance? Is the value of fictional storytelling connected to its aesthetic qualities and quality? Its convenience as a transportation vehicle to other places, times, and technologies? Its ability to address politically sensitive topics without implicating individuals within their own organizations? Our conception of organizational storytelling countenances many forms of storytelling, but insight into what makes some literary stories “better” than others may also reveal more about what makes some organizational storytelling particularly effective.

But, as we reaffirm the ancient power of fiction to influence our understanding of modern organizations, we are also reminded that the channels by which stories can be told continue to proliferate beyond the pages of the traditional story. The silence of our sample on social media storytelling was apparent as we imagine a decade ahead in which stories are told, untold, and retold in real time through existing and future technological applications that are influencing organizational life. Already, in the few short years following the end of our data collection period, we are beginning to see forays into storytelling in a social media environment (e.g. Grafstrom and Falkman 2017; Kassinis and Panayiotou 2017). As technological capacity to capture and store data increases, there will be greater volumes of storytelling data to study using digital methods of inquiry. Meanwhile, organizations are
wrestling with how to govern the blurry lines between the professional and personal identities of their organizational members who use social media like Facebook to share and Twitter and Instagram to communicate, and they are challenged to counter the power of anonymous chatter on Glass Door to manage their employment identities and to distinguish between real and ‘fake’ news about them. While “post-truth” storytelling may be just a modern reinvention of manipulation, the availability of technological platforms for storytelling portends a more chaotic marketplace in which storytelling management is a constant challenge. We see technological storytelling as an essential and exciting field of study that may further enhance the critical potential of organizational storytelling. On one hand, technological access may put more storytelling potential into the hands of the average employee and citizen, but on the other hand, that does not necessarily translate into greater power for one’s story to be heard.

Conclusion

Arguably, accounting for the presence of storytelling in organizations is more important today than ever. As studies before ours suggest, storytelling is recognized as a legitimate area of inquiry by the conventions of organization studies. Yet our study also suggests that critical storytelling is an important means by which to challenge those conventions and recognize voices whose stories have historically been under-represented in organization research and practice.

In his classic 1993 treatise, *Culture and Imperialism*, the anti-colonialist literary critic, Edward Said, asserts that, as a representation of the most powerful colonialist cultures, the novel is “the aesthetic object…[that] is particularly interesting to study.” But he also asserts that “stories…also become the method colonized people use to assert their own identity and the existence of their own history” (p. xii). That is, in the parlance of our study of
organizational storytelling, stories express the precepts of an organization’s dominant narrative, but they also give voice to resistance. As our scientific understanding of how stories influence human behavior deepens, our capacity to tell stories traditionally and technologically is expanding. We hope this review stimulates further growth of inquiry into organizational storytelling as its potential to enlighten us – or, on the dark side, to misinform – also proliferates. Taking stock of how organizational storytelling supports, challenges, and even undermines scientific management suggests that understanding it may be even more important than scholars of organizational storytelling realized when they began publishing this body of work.
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